Procurement and Finance Solutions

Introducing the new Corcentric

Transforming the
way businesses
purchase, pay,
and get paid.

corcentric.com

Corcentric’s mission is simple:
to leverage smarter services
and technology to help
companies reduce operating
costs and unlock new potential
within their enterprise so they
can do more for everyone who
touches their business.

Founded in

1996
6000+
customers and growing

We simplify complexity by
leveraging smarter services and
technology across the procureto-pay and order-to-cash
lifecycle.
We optimize profitability by
enabling companies to reduce
costs, increase efficiencies, and
improve cash flow.
We enable responsive growth
planning with real-time visibility
into spend, smarter analytics,
and accurate forecasting.

13 M

transactions processed

$18 B

in transaction value

95+%

customer retention rate

Solutions

Procurement

Unmatched buying
power for your fleet,
your warehouse,
and your everyday
business needs.

When you manage procurement
effectively, you boost savings,
innovation, and growth. With over
135 supplier programs in more
than 100 categories across 1400
customers, we provide the tools,
insight, and procurement expertise
to help drive your business forward.
• Save up to 20% annually on your fleet
parts and services.
• Drive down your total cost of ownership
with fleet planning and financing.
• Save up to 35% on warehouse equipment
and lift parts and suppliers.
• Get control of your indirect spend to minimize
cost, simplify processes, and gain visibility.
More Than Your Typical GPO
Our Fleet Procurement Services couples unmatched
buying power with a fully-electronic invoicing system
that removes friction, confusion, and poor visibility from
the purchasing process, so you can focus on managing
your business—instead of purchasing headaches.

Spend less on the goods and
services your business needs
with Corcentric.
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Payables
Automation

End-to-end accounts
payable automation
for 100% of your
spend.

Remove the manual processes for
100% of your invoices and 100% of
your payments—less cost, more
insight, and fewer headaches.
Manual-intensive processes reduce your business’
profitability. Automating your payables will let you
manage your AP processes with ease, speed, and greater
savings to improve your bottom line.
Corcentric’s Payables Automation Solution:
• Streamlines incoming invoices and standardizes the
coding and approval workflow so your AP teams can
move invoices from receipt to payment, faster and
with fewer errors.
• Provides visibility into 100% of your PO and non-PO
spend so your accounting teams can get ahead of
budget discrepancies and close the books faster.
• Automates the payments process and eliminates
manual check runs so your finance teams can focus
on strategy and analysis for business growth instead
of administrative burden.

Accelerate your payables
with Corcentric.
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Billing
Solutions

Sophisticated
receivables and
transaction
management for
complex billing
networks.

Most B2B transactions have a
complexity problem—whether
you’re a manufacturer experiencing
strained cash flow or a GPO faced
with challenges managing member
transactions. Corcentric cuts through
these complexities by simplifying
receivables and transaction
management processes.
Reduce the friction and pain between your dealer/distributor
network and your customers.
• Stronger business for network sellers
• Consistent pricing
• Reduced operating costs
• Sales intelligence insight

Drive more value for your GPO members by simplifying their
transactions.
• Real-time visibility into member purchasing patterns
• Grow your membership base with less administrative burden

Corcentric will streamline your complex processes with:
• Transaction Management
• Credit Issuance + Management
• Payment Management
• Collections Management
• Invoice Dispute Management
• Business Intelligence

Simplify your billing processes
with Corcentric.
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Helping companies
do more.
We are an organization of industry experts that have a deep
understanding of the markets we serve and the problems we
solve for our customers. We believe every purchase and every
transaction represents an opportunity to drive efficiency and
reduce costs across your business.

Our customers love Corcentric. Hear what they have to say:

“Corcentric gave us

“Improved consistency in

complete visibility into

purchasing and pricing

our AP process. Now

across multiple locations

we have a turnaround

is a big deal for us. Now

time of two days for 95%

we have this one source

of our transactions.”

that everyone can access.

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS MANAGER
OLMSTED COUNTY

It gives us consistent
products, consistent pricing,
consistent invoicing, billing,
and purchase prices at
every location.”
DIRECTOR OF FLEET MAINTENANCE
DOT TRANSPORTATION

Ready to take the next step?

(800) 608-0809

corcentric.com

Spend smarter,
optimize cash flow,
and drive profitability.
Corcentric is a leading provider of
procurement and finance solutions.
We help companies reduce costs
and improve working capital by
optimizing how they purchase, pay,
and get paid.

Our solutions are designed to help businesses reduce
their costs, increase their margins, and reinvest in the
growth of their businesses.

Procurement

Payables
Automation

Billing
Solutions

Leverage more purchasing

Move from purchase order

Simplify the complexity of

power and get better

to payments, faster and with

wholesale distribution and

spend visibility.

fewer headaches.

national account billing.
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